Premium Products for
Cleaning and Disinfecting
Command Sourcing is pleased to provide premium products by Sunburst Chemicals. They represent a good
set for your jail facilities’ sanitation and cleaning needs with no installation and minimal training required.

PRODUCT AND DESCRIPTION

PACK
SIZE

PRICE

SANI-CLEAN 2 is a multi-purpose, neutral pH, germicidal
detergent, deodorant and EPA-registered, hospital-grade
disinfectant with an emerging viral pathogens claim for use
against SARS-CoV-2. Disinfects, cleans, and deodorizes in one
labor-saving step. Uses ½ oz of concentrate per gallon of water
or less. Follow label instructions.

2 x 1/2 gal

$90.35

BRUTE (Liquid) Extra Strength Multipurpose Cleaner --Superior multipurpose cleaner specifically designed to safely
clean most kitchen surfaces. The premium of floor scrubbing
products, Brute is perfect for kitchen floors and is economical to
use. Brute picks up grease, cleans out grout, and eliminates the
hazards of slippery floors. Leaves surfaces clean and film free.

4 x 1 gal

$70.95

6 x 32 oz

$77.28

1000 ML

$102.90

MARVEL (Liquid) Glass Cleaner --- All-purpose cleaner for glass,
windows, mirrors, porcelain, tile, windshields, TV screens or any
lightly soiled surface where streaks or films cannot be tolerated.
SUNDROPS 67 (Liquid) Foaming Hand Soap --- A pleasant
scented foaming, antibacterial hand soap. Mild to skin yet
effective on greasy soils. Economical to use.

We understand the importance of choosing the right product to limit your risk and exposure to dangerous
viruses and bacteria. The EPA recommends using “an EPA-registered, hospital-grade disinfectant with an
emerging viral pathogens claim for use against SARS-CoV-2", such as Sani-Clean 2. "If there are no available
EPA-registered products with an approved viral pathogen claim, products with label claims against human
coronavirus should be used in accordance with label instructions." Other Sunburst products containing the
human coronavirus claim are No Bac and Quick San 10. The EPA strongly recommends following the use
directions for enveloped viruses found on the label. Products available while supplies last. Visit the CDC
website for additional information on prevention and control of COVID-19.
Command Sourcing works with Sunburst Chemicals who will partner with you to build a custom solution by
analyzing your facility's sanitation needs. Contact us today!
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